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$2,025,000

WELCOME TO 'VALLEY VIEWS'!Exquisite 58-Acre Retreat with a Renovated 4-Bedroom Home, 2 Charming Granny

Flats plus an additional 4-bedroom, 1 bathroom and attic in scenic Thornton, QLD. Welcome to your own slice of

paradise! Nestled on a sprawling 58-acre estate in the picturesque countryside of Thornton, Queensland, this stunning

property offers the perfect blend of modern comfort, rustic charm, and breathtaking natural beauty. Boasting a

beautifully renovated 4-bedroom, 3-bathroom home and two brand new delightful 2-bedroom, 1-bathroom

self-contained granny flats, this estate promises an idyllic and versatile living experience.Main Residence: Step inside the

main residence and be captivated by the seamless fusion of classic elegance and contemporary design. While the interior

has been thoughtfully updated to cater to the most discerning tastes. The open floor plan creates a seamless flow

between the living areas, making it perfect for entertaining, as the home simply flows into the oversized outdoor

entertainment area with built-in outdoor kitchen and newly built inground pool.The spacious gourmet kitchen is a chef's

dream, featuring top-of-the-line stainless steel appliances, ample custom cabinetry and of course, all looking out over the

stunning valley.Granny Flats: Offering flexibility and additional income potential, the property includes two tastefully

designed 2-bedroom, 1-bathroom granny flats. Each granny flat is self-contained and features its own

kitchen/kitchenette, living area, private entrance and deck, providing an excellent opportunity for multi-generational

living or rental income.Shed: Featuring a kitchenette, bathroom/laundry and an additional 4 bedrooms and attic, this

24x14m shed truly ticks all of the boxes for everyone in the family to enjoy this property, while having their own private

space.Outdoor Haven: Surrounded by the breathtaking beauty of Thornton's landscapes, this property allows you to

immerse yourself in nature's wonders. The vast 58 acres provide ample space for various outdoor activities, such as

horseback riding, hiking, or even exploring your own private trails. Enjoy leisurely afternoons basking in the sun or hosting

memorable gatherings on the expansive patio overlooking the picturesque scenery.Location: Conveniently located in the

heart of Thornton, you'll have the best of both worlds - tranquillity and easy access to modern amenities. Enjoy the

seclusion and privacy that comes with rural living while being just a short drive away from shops, schools, and other

essentials.Don't miss this extraordinary opportunity to own a truly remarkable estate in one of Queensland's most

sought-after locations. Embrace a life of serenity, natural beauty, and endless possibilities. Schedule your private tour

today and experience the magic of this Lockyer Valley gem!• 4 large stock dams• FULLY off grid solar and backup

battery/generator system (power is connected)• Over 100,000 litres of water across 16 tanks dispersed around the

property• Healthy bore with solar pump (pumps to sheds and additional tanks)• Automated sprinkler system• Olympic

sized arena• 3 Horse Wash Bays• 2 Stables plus tack room• Machinery shed attached to stables• Cattle yards • Hay

shed• 4 fenced paddocks• A variety of 50+ fruit trees• Smoke house• Bitumen drivewayIf you cannot make the

scheduled open home, please reach out to Warren or Ben Ramsey to book your private inspection. We look forward to

meeting you.


